


Our Company 

JAM Group Co. is an innovative and modern company 

based in Tehran, Iran, established by a young team of 

entrepreneurs who are well experienced in global chemical 

industry. We are globally engaged in import - export and 

supply of Chemical raw materials and auxiliaries for various 

industrial applications such as Mining, Water treatment, 

Textile dyeing, Leather tanning, Plastics & PVC, Detergents 

and ... 

We have not limited ourselves in working with any specific 

country or a customer portfolio enabling us to work with 

Importers and Distributors or End-users. As a result of 

thsese flexibilities, we have established strong business 

relations in different industries like Leather tanneries, PVC 

manufacturers, Textile mills, Water treatment units and 

Detergent manufacturers in nearly all of the CIS countries 

and other strategic markets such as India, Pakistan, Iraq, 

Turkey, and some of the Gulf countries. 

Our vast experience & knowledge in products' application 

area is the key to our success. It gives us an insight to 

customers' actual plant operating conditions, limitations 

and their expectations. These ground realities become 

a major and essential input for the development of our 

products. 

Environment protection is our major thrust area and also 

a social responsibility, We supply materials, which have a 

minimum resultant impact on ecology. It is our constant 

endeavour to trade environment friendly products & 

processes to our customers. 
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Connecting Chemistry 

The business of chemicals is complex and diverse. JAM 
GROUP Co. in its successful business tenure climbing 
the steps, internationally, has seen the breadth and 
width of this industry. We see that customers are 
looking for solutions that will address their specific 
needs and various challenges which may arise as the 
results of international policies and restrictions or the 
changing rules and regulations. 

While it is easy to be a trader and distributor, 
in today's highly competitive and fragmented 
environment, JAM GROUP Co.'s forte and its 
diversity and extensive capabilities are its key 
differentiator 
in the industry enabling us act as an international 
chemical supplier as well as a solution provider 
having proven all-round expertise and capability to 
deliver on-time, appropriate and winning solutions. 
\ 

Actively Engaged Worldwide 

In our international business, we as JAM GROUP Co. act as a keystone between the consuming 
industry and producers of chemical raw materials and auxiliaries. We conjecture the expense 
and risk involved for producers in maintaining a presence of their own in international 
markets, with teams having all-round expertise and capability to deliver on-time, 
appropriate and winning solutions, we secure access to the world's key markets. 

From A to Z, We take full responsibility in procurement of various chemical materials and 
auxiliaries for our customers in different countries and sales on behalf of the acknowledged 
and qualified manufacturers in domestic and foreign markets. In addition, JAM GROUP Co. is 
responsible for the distribution activities in the local markets. In this context, JAM GROUP 
Co. provides farreaching functions such as efficient logistics, local storage facilities and just-
in-time deliveries to the consuming industry in question. 
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Technical Services 

Our experienced and professional staff have a thorough understanding 

of markets and products which ensures customers and suppliers 

can be assisted via a broad range of technical services. Our technical 

experts are always on hand to assist customers with the applications, 

formulations and other aspects of the product that might require 

clarification. 

We work tirelessly to develop innovative solutions to satisfy customer 

queries and are constantly coordinating with our suppliers to ensure 

customers are served in the most efficient manner possible. We provide 

third party inspections for our shipments and ensure that customers 

receive the highest quality products. 

We also help customers with their alternate raw material requirements 

to reduce their costs and improve the performance of their final 

products. We also assist suppliers to develop products according to 

market requirement and provide technical information about the end 

product application to optimize performance for the end users. 

Unique Attitude, 

Innovative Solutions 

As the results of international limitations and restrictions against 

specific trade activities with Iran, unfortunately foreign companies 

and buyers have always had a pessimistic attitude towards Iran and 

naturally doing business with Iranian suppliers and exporters although 

a big percentage of Iranian products especially in the Chemicals and 

Petrochemicals, have long been used and preferred by different 

markets. We as JAM GROUP Co., offer advantages of high quality and 

price competitiveness of Iranian chemical products through a 

smooth business process as per internationally accepted ethics and 

standards. 

On the other hand, Iranian companies are constantly facing new 

challenges in their commercial operations and financial transactions 

which have limited their choices in raw materials procurement, 

production, sales and marketing operations. 

Having years of experience in international trade we are able to 

improve your procurement abilities by introducing new sources for 

the needed materials and offering tailor-made solutions for 

different challenges which may be faced during different stages of 

procurement process. 












